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Template Based Low Data Rate Speech Encoder

INTRODUCTION

The 2400-b/s linear predictive coder (LPC) is currently being widely deployed to support tactical
voice communication over narrowband channels. However, there is a need for lower-data-rate voice
encoders for the following special applications.

Increased tolerance to channel bit errors: The intelligibility of the 2400-b/s LPC degrades
rapidly in the presence of transmission bit errors. With 3% random errors, the intelligibility
decreases to a level often described as having "poor intelligibility." To increase the tolerance
to bit errors, error protection code is added to the 800-b/s speech data for transmission at
2400 b/s.

Voice/Data Intcgra..non: Recently, voice/data integration has urawn much attention. The use
of the 800-b/s voice encoding algorithm allows integration of voice and data over a single
2400-b/s channel. For example, a visual aid (written text, hand-drawn scribbles, etc.) can be
transmitted with voice to enhance communicability.

Voice Multiplexing (Voice/Voice Integration): Currently, a single voice net can be
transmitted over a 3-kHz narrowband channel. If the 800-b/s voice processor is used,
however, three independent voice nets can be multiplexed and transmitted over a single
narrowband channel. This multiplexing capability permits secure conferencing. Current
secure conferencing requires a conference director to moderate the traffic flow by designating
who can talk. This is not a satisfactory solution to conferencing. With voice multiplexing
available, however, it is possible to transmit three individual voices independently over a
single channel. As a result, all the participants can hear each other, even if two people
accidentally talk at the same time. In addition, voice multiplexing can achieve a more
effective utilization of RF assets because one radio can be shared by three independent voice
circuits.
We present an 800-b/s voice encoding algorithm which is an extension of the 2400-b/s LPC.
In essence, the 800-b/s voice algorithm is a 2400-b/s LPC with modified parameter encoders.
Speech intelligibility of the 800-b/s voice encoding algorithm measured by the diagnostic
rhyme test (DRT) is 91.5 for three male speakers evaluated by impartial listeners not
associated with our R&D effort. This score compares favorably with the 2400-b/s LPC of a
few years ago. This paper is an improvement of our recent report (Ref. 1).

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The 800-b/s voice encoder is an extension of the 2400-b/s LPC. In essence, the 800-b/s encoder is
the 2400-b/s LPC with an 800-b/s parameter encoder and decoder (Fig. 1). Significant features of the 800-
b/s voice encoder are:

(1) Joint parameter encoding over two consecutive frames: Two sets of parameters for two
frames are encoded as a unit, except for the pitch period. By transmitting two frames of data
as a unit, the parameter correlation existing in two adjacent frames can be exploited. For
example, a person cannot change speaking volume from a maximum to a minimum over one
frame of time (20 milliseconds). Hence such a transition can be eliminated from the coding
of amplitude information. A similar argument holds for filter coefficients.

Manuscript appmowd May 10, 1993.
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Fig. I - Block diagram of 800-b/s voice encoder. The general layout of computational blocks are identical to that of the
2400-b/s LPC. The only blocks unique to the 800-b/s voice encoder are the parameter encoder and parameter decoder
identified by heavy-lined blocks. Since the other blocks are well-known, we will not elaborate further on them.

(2) SMech-spectrum-dependent voicing decision:

No separate voicing information is transmitted; rather, the voicing information is implicitly
specified by the filter coefficients. We exploit the fact that filter coefficients from voiced
speech are substantially different from those from unvoiced speech. Thus, each filter
coefficient set has an associated voicing decision.

(3) Reduction of Frame Size:

Frame size is the time interval between parameter updates. In the past, frame size was often
determined after considering the number of bits required to encode all the parameters per
frame. This is not a good design approach because there is a preferred value for frame size in
terms of speech intelligibility for voice processors that use an artificial excitation signal (i.e.,
pitch-excited vocoders such as the 2400 LPC and the 800-b/s voice encoder). In these voice
encoders, rapid speech changes can be reproduced only by rapid filter and amplitude
parameter updates. Intelligibility is adversely affected by slow speech onsets. There are many
ways to encode speech parameters efficiently, but speech degradation resulting from improper
frame size is irreversible.

Some years ago, a study was conducted to investigate the relationship between frame size
and speech intelligibility (Ref. 2). According to this study, a marked speech degradation
occurs as the frame size increases from 20 to 30 ms. Recently, we also examined the effect
of frame size on speech intelligibility as measured by the DRT (Ref. 1). By using a 10-tap
LPC without parameter quantization, we obtained DRT scores for three frame sizes: 17.5 ms,
20 ms, and 22.5 ms. As indicated in Fig. 2, a frame of 20 ms is the preferred choice.
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Accordingly, we used a frame size of 20 ms in the 800-b/s voice encoder. It is significant that
a pitch-excited LPC can achieve a DRT score of 95 with unquantized parameters.

9"
Frame size 20 ms is preferred

Excelent (Our choice)

95 "•.

FrmeSietme

Fig. 2 - Frame size vs. spech intelligibility. This figure
shows DRT scores for a 10-tap LPC with three different frame
sizes. Most 2400-b/s voice processors have a frame size of
22.5 ms, but the preferred size is 20 ms.

(4) LSPs as Vocal Tract Filter Coefficients

We observed that the intelligibility of an 800-b/s voice encoder improves significantly after
LSPs are used as filter parameters. LSPs have been gaining interest because their intrinsic
properties permit more efficient encoding than the better-known reflection coefficients:

- Frequency-selective spectral error: An error in one member of the LSPs
affects the spectrum only near that frequency (i.e., frequency selective). Thus,
LSPs can be quantized in accordance with properties of auditory perception (i.e.,
coarser representation of the higher-frequency components of the speech-
spectral envelope).

- Unequal spectral-error sensitivity: For a given LSP set, spectral-error
sensitivity of each line spectrum can be determined easily (as will be shown).
Thus, fewer bits are needed to encode spectraly less sensitive LSPs.

The LPC analysis filter, A(z), that transforms speech samples to residual samples is
expressed by

10
A(z) = 1 - 7 a(k) z - k (1)

k=-1

where z-I is a one-sample delay operator. A(z) may be decomposed to a set of two transfer
functions, one having an even symmetry, and the other having an odd symmetry. This can
be accomplished by taking a difference and sum between A(z) and its conjugate function
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A*(z) (i.e., the transfer function of the filter whose impulse response is a mirror image of
A(z)). Thus,

P(z) A(z) + z" A*(z) (2)

and

Q(z) --A(z) - z" 1- A*(z) (3)

where z = EXP(j2nfts) in which f is frequency in Hz and ts is the sampling-time interval.

The roots of P(z) and Q(z) in Eqs. (2) and (3) are LSPs. LSPs may be computed using
Chebyshev polynomials [3]. We obtain LSPs from null frequencies of P(z) and Q(z)
computed at a 20-Hz interval. A parabolic approximation using three consecutive frequencies
arount each null frequency produces LSPs having an accuracy of a few Hz (Ref. 1). Figure
3 shows typical LSP trajectories.
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Fig. 3 - Comparison of spectrogram and LSP trajectories derived firom the same speech. As noted, line-spectrum
frequencies are close together where formant frequencies are located.
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The 800-b/s voice encoder transmits the following speech parameters for two frames (Table
1). For comparison, bit assignments for a current 2400-b/s LPC are also listed.

Table 1 - Bit Assignments for 800-b/s Voice Encoder.
Note that the frame rate of 24'X)-bls LPC is 44.44 Hz,
whereas the frame rate for 800-b/s voice encoder is 50 Hz.

2400 b/s LPC 800 b/s Encoder

Pitch Period 6 bits/frame 5 bits/2 frames

Amplitude 5 9
Filter Coeffs 41 17
Vocing Deision 1 None

Frame Sync 1 1

TOTAL 54 bits/frame 32 bitsi2 frames

PARAMETER QUANTIZATION

Speech parameters are encoded by table-look up. Figure 4 is a block diagram of the 800-b/s
parameter encoder and decoder identified in the overall block diagram previously shown in Fig. 1.

Speech Parameter Tables Speech Parameter Tables

Fler A Filter
Pitch IAmp. Coeff. Coeft.
Table jTa'e I Table Table Table Table

32 1512 131.072
Pitch I Amp. Coeff. Pitch Amp. Coeff.

Periods Sis Sets Periods Sets Sets

1 Pitch Li Pitch Pitch Table1 Pitch
Value + Look-Up Index Index L UValue

2 AmpsTableAmp. Amp. 2ApS Lok-Up Index Index
F.ler.. .. ___ ___ ___ __20 Filter

"20 Filter Pattern Filter Filter T Coeffs.

Coeffs. Matching Coeff. Coeff.
Index Index

(a) Encoder (b) Decoder
Fig. 4 - Block diagrams of 800-b/s parameter encoder and decoder. As noted, with an exception of filter coefficient encoding,
encoding and decoding are performed by table look-up.

1) Pitch Ouantization (Scalar Ouantization)

The pitch period does not change as rapidly as other parameters in normal conversation. Therefore,
only one pitch period (pitch period of the first frame) is encoded, and it is also used for the second frame.
Pitch period is encoded from 20 to 120 sampling-time intervals (which correspond to the fundamental
pitch frequencies from 400 to 66.6667 Hz). The pitch resolution is 12 steps per octave, and the number
of bits required to transmit pitch period is only 5 bits for two frames. Pitch encoding is a table look-up
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operation where, for a given pitch value, the pitch code is read directly from Table 2. Pitch decoding is
the reverse operation.

Table 2 -Pitch Encoding/Decoding Table. The pitch
periods listed are those allowed by the 2400-b/s LPC.

Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch
Period Code Period Code Period Code

20 0 40 12 80 24
21 1 42 13 84 25
22 2 44 14 88 26
23 3 46 15 92 26
24 4 48 15 96 27
25 5 50 16 100 28
26 5 52 17 104 28
27 6 54 17 108 29
28 6 56 18 112 30
29 7 58 18 116 30
30 7 60 19 120 31
31 8 62 20 124 31
32 8 64 20 128 31
33 9 66 21 132 31
34 9 68 21 136 31
35 10 70 22 140 31
36 10 72 22 144 31
37 11 74 23 148 31
38 11 76 23 152 31
39 12 78 24 156 31

(2) Amlitude Quantization (ector Quantzation)

The amplitude parameter is the reot mean-square ;aliue of thr. 6pLch waveform %;omputed for each
frame. Initially, each amplitude parameter is logarithmically quantized into one of 26 values over the entire
dynamic range of the speech signal. Then, two amplitude parameters over two consecutive frames are
jointly encoded. According to extensive analyses of various speech samples, only 512 are significant
among 676 (= 26 x 26) possible amplitude transitions. Each of the allowable amplitude transitions is
assigned q- code, as tabulated in Table 3.

Amplitude encoding is achieved by a table look-up process. For two logarithmically quantized
amplitudes (AI and A2), the corresponding code is read directly from the 26-by-26 matrix. Unallowable
amplitude transitions (unshaded areas) are excluded from the coding space. Decoding is the reverse
operation which converts an amplitude code to two amplitudes (AI and A2) by look up Table 3.

(3) Filter Coefficient Ouantization (Matrix Ouantization)

Previously, template matching (often called vector quantization) of filter coefficients has shown
remarkable results (Refs. 4 through 7). In this approach, speech is synthesized from the filter coefficients
selected from the reference templates that are free from nonspeech sounds. We again use a similar
technique but take it one step further. We apply a pattern matching technique for jointly encoding filter
coefficients from two adjacent frames. In this way, we not only eliminate nonspeech sounds from
encoding, but we also eliminate improbable filter coefficient transitions across two adjacent frames.
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The filter coefficient coding/decoding table consists of LSP templates, each containing 20

frequencies. The number of LSP sets, as stated in Table 2 is 131,072 (= 217 or a 17-bit quantity). LSP
templates are collected through the procedures outlined next.

Table 3 - Two Dimensional Amplitude Coding/Decoding Table

A2IX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

1113-- ------- -2O

23
14
15
16

17
18
19

10P Templatee Coo&eSpam

ea2h LS tmae ae oletd y th e fo owieg 0sthrogh51

13rs are template ind thi shde areea. m oy

214

25
26

eah.LPeplates are scollctd byomn hefLloiP seteps:cmae ihaltesoe epae.I

average spectral difference between the incoming LSP set and one of the templates is less
than 2 dB, both LSP sets are regarded as being the same family, and therefore the incoming
LSP sets is discarded. Otherwise, it will be stored as a new template.

•€p,3: Step 2 is repeated until the maximum allowable template size (i.e., 217 = 131,072)
is reached. Actually we collect more than the maximum number, pending elimination of
least-frequently-used templates later on to meet the required maximum template size.

A similar approach was also successfully used by Gold (Ref. 6) for the channel vocoder, and Paul
(Ref. 7) for the spectral-envelope-estimation vocoder. A difficulty of designing a satisfactory vector
quantizer is that there are always speakers whose speech parameters are far outside the hyperspace defined
by the templates. Therefore, it is desirable to collect LSP templates from vastly different voice
characteristics.
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LSP Template Storage in Tree , rrangement

An exhaustive search of 131,072 LSP templates in two frames cannot be performed in real time
with present-day hardware. Thus, the templates must be partitioned in such a way that only a fraction of
the total templates are searched. We present a method of LSP template partitioning where the maximum
number of t- rplates in any one group is only 2048. Since each filter-coefficient template has two voicing
decisions as.,ociated with it, filter-coefficient templates are initially partitioned in the following four ways.

Case 1: Both frames are unvoiced: This case includes fricatives, plosives, and silence.
For this case, the number of templates is on the order of 1000. The best-matched template
can be found by exhaustive search.

Case 2: The first frame is voiced, and the second frame is unvoiced: This case includes
trailing ends of words and phrases. For this case, the number of filter-coefficient templates
is on the order of 2000. The best-matched template can be found by exhaustive search.

Case I The first frame is unvoiced, and the second frame is voiced: This case is for
speech onsets, and it is critical to speech intelligibility. The number of templates for this
case is on the order of 16,000. To facilitate the search for the best-matched template,
templates are partitioned based on the indices of seven closely spaced line-spectral
frequencies (Fig. 5).

Here is an easy way. The last frequency
' *'' flOseparation is not

Vowel in "easy" Vowel in "way" f" considered
i smallest Af is smallest - fd- 7\

$1 3f8>6frO Seven
a... .- f6 .. 5  significant
E 22 The f i frequency

f separations

0 i ,• i • 1separation is not0.75 1.0 1.25 sec considered

Fig. 5 - Seven significanc frequency separations in LSP trajectories. The first and last frequency separations are

not considered because they are more or less stationary, therefore, they not too useful for LSP partition.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, closely-a"iced line-spectral frequencies vary from phoneme to
phoneme. By clustering filter-coei: lcient templates in terms of indices of closely-spaced
line-spectral frequencies, templates are grouped in terms of similar speech sounds. Figure 6
is a tree search of filter-coefficients templates for Case 3.

Case 4: Both frames are voiced: This case is for vowels. The number of filter coefficient
templates is on the order of 110,000. Templates are partitioned on the stationarity of line-
spectral frequencies over two frames. If the speech is a sustained vowel over two frames,
the indices of the closely spaced frequency separations will be identical. For transitional
vowels, they are expected to be different. Figure 7 is a tree diagram of further partitioning
of the filter-coefficient templates for Case 4.
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Frequency
Separations

ISP Templar. Matahing

The incoming LSP matrix (LSP sets from two adjacent frames) are compared with all of the LSP
templates (each template is likewise made of two LSP sets). The index corresponding to the closest match
is transmitted. We use the error criterion expressed as the sum of the absolute weighted differences

between two sets of LSP matrices, (Fa) and JFb), each comprised of 20 line-spectrum frequencies.
Thus,

20
d(Fa, Fb) = I wa(i) [Fa (i) - Fb(i)] I (4)

and
20

d(Fb, Fa) = I I wb(i) [Fa (i) - Fb(i)] I (5)
i- 1

where wa(i) and wb(i) are the weights of the ith line spectrum of IFa) and (Fb), respectively.

The magnitude of the weighting factor is proportional to the spectral-error sensitivity (i.e., a larger
magnitude for closely-spaced LSPs (Ref. 1)). For each comparison, we generate two-way errors based
on both Eqs. (4) and (5); then we choose the largest error of the two. We compute the weighting factors
beforehand and store them along with the LSP templates.
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Table 3 - DRT Scores of the 800-b/s Voice Processor.

DRT Attribute Data Rate (b/s)
800 2400

Voicing Distinguishes/bfromp, 94. 95.1Voicing /dfrom /t. /v/from /f/, etc.

Nasality Distinguishes In/ from d/ 95.6 96.9
1m/ from /b/, etc.

Sustention Distinguishes /f/ from /p/, $7.5 88.3
ibi from N/, Al from /0 8. etc.

Sibilation Distinguishes is/ from /0/, 9
11 / from /d/, etc.

Graveness Distinguishes Ip/ from ItV, 82.8 87.0
/b/ from /d/, etc.

Compactness Distinguishes 1g/ from /di, 9/k/ from X, /./ from /s/, etc.

TOTAL 91.5 92.9

REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

The 800-b/s voice encoder has been implemented on commercially-available signal processors.
Figure 8 is the block diagram. The INTEL i860 signal processor is the key element in the implementation
of the invention. It is capable of performing 40 MIPS and 80 MFLOPS. The INTEL i860 processor can
handle four independent 800-b/s voice channels. The analog 1/0 digitizes the speech waveform into a bit
stream and vice versa. The VME bus allows the i860 (via i960) to access the analog 1/0 facilities.

L i0 S 4 The INTEL i960 processor performs mainly
Processor Workstation input/output (I/O) operations. The dynamic

random access memory (DRAM) has 16 million
bytes of storage capacity. To execute the 800-b/s
voice algorithm, the following amount of
memory is needed: 5 MB for tables, 1.5 MB for

it "program, and 30 KB for other miscellaneous

INTELi860 nabgoperations.

Pro1e11orA Sun 4/260 workstation hosts the
Fig. 8 - Real-tine emulation of 800-b/s software development environment, and it is not
Voice Encoder needed once the 800-b/s software is complete.

CONCLUSIONS

After nearly a decade of research and development, we were able to generate 800-b/s speech that can
be classified as "very good" speech. The facto-s that most contributed to the high intelligibility are: choice
of a 20-ms frame, vector quantization of amplitude parameters and matrix quantization of LSP
coefficients, ,oth over two consecutive frames. Speech intelligibility of the 800-b/s voice processor
exceeds that of the 2400-b/s LPC of a few years ago. We expect that very-low-data-rate voice processors
will be increasingly used to enhance bit-error performance, low-probability of intercept, and narrowband
voice/data integration.
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